
- Figuring out why an order has not gone through.

- 3rd party orders must be manually entered into Cosmos.

- Clients that are not actively using self service.

- Keeping up with country regulations and paperwork.

- Working with many different IVRS systems.

- Making sure depots are completing paperwork on time.

- Making sure sites are completing paperwork on time.

- Time differences.

- Working on holidays to keep 24 hour coverage on trials.

PAIN POINTS

- Sarah and her peers work in a large open room and are able to share a lot of 
information easily in conversation to help each other solve problems.

- She must stay hyper organized at all times.

 - She keeps depot requirements for studies tacked up next to her desk for 
easy access.

BEHAVIORS

Sarah Glenn
DISTRIBUTION DEPOT COORDINATOR

Souderton, PA

Age 35  • 8 years supply chain experience

6 years at Almac

Reports to: Supply Chain ManagerD
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When people have a problem they will call 

us. We take care of  everything…. It's our 

job to find out what's wrong. With Cosmos 

everything goes wrong, so we spend a lot 

of our time figuring out why this order 

hasn’t raised…If everything flows through 

the system perfectly, we never see 

anything. That is a perfect world. It doesn’t 

work like that.”

Sarah works on the international team in Distribution and Logistics at Almac in 
Souderton, PA. All of the team’s protocols and half of their co-workers are in 
Craigavon, Ireland. Between the two continents, they cover depot distribution 
around the clock. 

Her job is to make sure the right quantities get from the depot to the sites on 
time. She works closely with the Supply Chain Manager (SCM) who makes sure 
supplies get to the 60 Almac managed depots. Sarah works on about 30 
studies, some are heavy hitters and some need a little micromanagement. 

She facilitates all paperwork for country regulations and is responsible for the 
accuracy of every detail. She makes sure all of the import licenses have been 
applied for, they're all up to date, and the quantity on the invoices is right. She 
starts up the depots and closes them too, including processing destructions.

It’s Sarah’s job to make sure orders get into Cosmos. Gateway is the system 
depots use. Gateway shows all orders, by protocol, by depot order number, or 
IVR number and it shows per study, per customer. Depots are told to pull up 
their orders every day. Coordinators have visibility into everything and can see 
all the orders and if there's any issues, such as an order stuck in submitted. 

Sarah must work with any IVRS the client uses and must make sure the billing is 
completed. She has to figure out what is wrong with an order and why the 
depot is not getting it. Often she works with the IVRS to figure out if the .csv file 
was sent correctly. In addition, she now emails all the orders to the depot due 
to these system issues. 

Sarah can monitor inventory at depots with Cosmos, but prefers My Clinical 
Supplies and uses this application the most. Clients have access to My Clinical 
Supplies and can see all the inventory which is great for supply coordinators. 
However, many clients have the mind set of “I'm paying you”, you do that. One 
problem for both parties is the delay for My Clinical Supplies to get updates 
from Cosmos. Clients think there is a problem when they don’t see updated  
information in My Clinical Supplies and call Almac.

If everything flows through the system perfectly Sarah will never see orders 
from the IVRS, unless there is an issue or someone is asking for the expected 
delivery date. Ideally the depot will go to Gateway and pick up the order, 
process it, and ship it to the site. The site will get the order and dose the 
patient. 

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES & ACTIVITIES

Almac IXRS and any IVRS the client uses. 

Gateway - application Depots use

Cosmos - for entering orders

My Clinical Supplies - all other tracking and problem solving, used most









RESOURCES & TOOLS

- Stay on top of all email she recieves 24 hours a day

KEY GOALS

- Make sure everything arrives at her depots on time, meets all country 
requirements and nothing gets lost

- Build relationships with clients, depots and peers.

- Be seen as a trusted and excellent front line problem solver.

- One place to get all her information

- Know ahead of a phone call or email that something is wrong

- Better ways to track depot compliance

WANTS HOPES NEEDS



Bill Meyers
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGER

Souderton, PA

Age 43  • 12 years supply chain experience

8 years at Almac

Reports to: Group Program ManagerD
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Let’s pull up the DSM. The goal is to get away 

from these spreadsheets. It’s going to be 

replaced by outputs from Cosmos. But we’re 

not there yet. Cosmos isn’t robust enough so 

we work with these monstrosities.  Enough 

to make you dizzy and Puma is particularly 

tricky because we’ve got 4 drug types, 7 sub- 

depots  Plus U.S. and E.U. as central hubs so 

there’s just a lot going on there. 

A month in the life of a study for Bill, an Almac Supply Chain Manager.
He works on about 15-18 studies at a time in various capacities.  4-5 of those studies require in- 
depth management. Most studies take about an hour a week, but any study really requiring 
projecting, managing supply and inventory are more in depth. Sometimes there are as many as 
18 subdepots. The E.U. and U.S. are primary manufacturing sites and will feed the subdepots. 
Some studies have 16 sites in one country (very small) Some large studies average 20 countries 
and 300 active sites. 

Four factors affect forecasting supply needed for a study:
- VISIT SCHEDULE - Dosing schedule & cycles, and drop out schedule. (IVRS)
- ENROLLMENT PAGE - to get the full set of projected enrollments and actuals. (IVRS)
- ENROLLMENT RESUPPLY PROJECTIONS REPORT (IVRS)
- MATERIAL SUPPLY FORECAST REPORT (Supplywise)

Bill runs the forecast on a monthly basis to update it. Management is tricky for him when there 
are 4 drug types, 7 subdepots  Plus U.S. and E.U. as a central hub. Subdepots get fed from the EU 
or US, if the primary depots are Almac depots.

Information Bill tracks and reports he uses:
• Visit summary -  Shows active and cumulative subjects by depot, by country, by month and 
dropouts. And the breakdown between different treatment arms.
• Actual Usage - Demand for drug from the depot and by med type. 
• Forcasted Demand - What they project the demand to be by country by month. 
• New Sites -  Newly opened sites need a base level inventory.
• Inventory Adjustments - When drug hits expiry, do not ship date, or damaged
• New Releases  - Whenever new drug gets shipped to a depot
• Depot Shipments Out - All of the primary depot to subdepot shipments. 
• Depot Shipments Received - Shipments received at any depot
• Integrated Shipment Report - Supply information  
• Supply Detail Reconciliation Report -  Breakdown of every bottle released.
• Depot Lot Summary Report

He will then feed all this information directly into the specific depot tabs in his drug supply 
management spreadsheet.

At the end of every month he makes sure that inventory numbers match and sufficient inventory 
is either at each depot or on its way. He uses IXRS very heavily for all of the reporting information 
he needs to do that. 

It all comes down to what is the month end inventory at a depot. He uses all of this information 
to decide for the Singapore depot for example - “When do I need to send them more drug?”  The 
whole goal of this spreadsheet is to track how much a country is using and when does he need 
to send more to the region.  

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES & ACTIVITIES

- Would love it if there were columns for each of the drug types that showed 
exactly what was expiring. 
- Need monthly report that breaks down the treatment of active subjects

WANTS HOPES NEEDS

- Track how much drug depots are using against 
projected demand.

KEY GOALS

-Know when to send more drug to the region.

- Update supply plan monthly to make sure it is 
sufficient to meet demand.

- Bill is dependent on his Excel spreadsheet.

BEHAVIORS

- He transfers a lot of information from IXRS and Supplywise into 
his spreadsheets.

- He does not use the IXRS 2.0 Dashboard for much. His use is focused on 
exporting a number of reports.

- New for them is comparing the projection versus what the actual month 
end inventory is in a percentage to total.

Almac IXRS: 
Material Supply Forecast Report 
Visit Schedule

Other IRT systems: Bracket, Perceptive, WebEasy

Supplywise - Supply Forecasting 

Excel Spreadsheet - Drug Supply Management file (DSM) 











RESOURCES & TOOLS

Enrollment Resupply Projections Report

Gateway, Cosmos, My Clinical Supplies

- 8 reseed events in the span of 13 months is a lot.  Drug with bad expiry 
dating short amounts of time) means many reseed events. 

PAIN POINTS

- Very hard thing to track inventory out in the field (in transit or at sites) and 
how they are going to replace it. 

- When enrollment is slow they ship wallets out knowing wallets at some 
clinical sites will need to get replaced. Possibly a few hundred at various 
clinical sites. 

- Managing expiry and replacement at depots and sites.


